Mobile Apps to Manage Construction and Communication in the Field

VendorGo and BuilderGo are mobile apps designed to extend the project management capabilities of NEWSTAR, FAST, and BuildTopia in the field. These tools support builders and trades to help reduce construction errors and maximize productivity while at heart of the job site. The apps are native to Android and iOS, providing accessibility to your critical data even while offline, allowing you to create and change schedules and information anytime, anywhere.

**BuilderGo Features** | **VendorGo Features**
--- | ---
Access your project data and change your workload more efficiently | Access real-time task information from all your builders though a single scheduling interface to minimize errors and wasted effort
Access and change construction schedules, purchase orders, variance purchase orders, and communicate with your trade base in a mobile app | Complete tasks by accessing details, location maps, purchase orders and other documents
Leverage a task-based messaging system that can function offline to promote vendor communication | Confirm and update tasks through the integrated builder to vendor messaging system
Monitor your trades anytime by viewing schedules, purchase orders, and documents by project, or by lot | View purchase order information and payment statuses
Works With

NEWSTAR

FAST

BuildTopia

BUILER BENEFITS | HOW THE BUILDERGO APP OPERATES

SCHEDULING
Push ERP schedules to vendors and superintendents simultaneously
Modify task schedules from the heart of the job site
View schedules while offline filtered by vendor, project, and lot

COMMUNICATIONS
Stay focused on the task at hand through a task-based messaging system
Communicate with vendors even when offline, and sync data when a connection is established

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Allow your superintendents and project managers oversight of their build and schedule statuses
Manage all your assigned trades and vendors from your mobile app
Filter down related documents including PO’s, VPO’s, and task documents across all your construction projects.

VENDOR BENEFITS | HOW THE VENDORGO APP OPERATES

Connect with builders to view schedules filtered by builder, project, or lot
Confirm schedule availability at the task level
Access related documents and notes with the construction schedule

Communicate back to the builder for task verification and updates
Report to your superintendents during task completion for all your Constellation builders
Access vendor documents related to each construction task
Access warranty and homeowner information post construction
Review PO payment statuses and job payments from your mobile

Constellation HOMEBUILDER SYSTEMS

Available on the App Store

GET IT ON Google Play

www.constellationhb.com | info@constellationhb.com